POSTCARD ACTION (REVISED 4.5.2022)
In phase 1: The postcards should be addressed to the following 4 legislators:
FORMAT: Title, Name, Legislative position, address
Speaker of the House Ron Mariano (Rep) 200 Falls Blvd, Quincy MA 02169
Chairman James Murphy (Rep) 483 Middle Street, Weymouth MA 02189
Chairman Paul Feeney (Sen) 28 North Street, MA Foxborough 02035
Representative Bruce Ayers (Rep) 45 Williams Street, Quincy MA 02171

AND then send a postcard to: (whichever one(s) apply)
The Representative for your home address
The Representative for your business address
The Representative for your employee’s home address
The Representative for your customer’s home address

Depending on the address situation as outlined above for the person filling out the
postcard you will have at a minimum of 5 Postcards per person (the basic 4 listed
above plus 1 or 2 more)
IMPORTANT:
1) please print the name and return address CLEARLY for the person sending the
postcard.
2) although preprinted address stickers for the legislator’s may be easier,
handwritten address will have more impact.
3) you as the shop can fill in all the addresses on the mailing side of the postcard

4) have the person who the postcard is from CLEARLY fill out the information on
the side with the picture. This will individualize the Postcard and not give the
appearance we are “stuffing the ballot box” so to speak.
6) please make a photocopy of the address side of the postcard, CLEARLY
showing who mailed it in and to which legislator. Retain these photocopies…we
will need them for our rally date.
7) please space out the mailing 3 to 4 days apart, send all the cards from one
individual together. We want to achieve a steady daily flow of postcards
If you are unaware of which representative represents your district, please refer to
the series of tabs on the AASPMA.ORG website. You can look up the legislator
by your address alphabetically by town under the 1st tab. Then look for the
legislator’s name alphabetically using the second tab for representatives. Their
home address will appear next to their photo under their names. Address them by
legislative title i.e. Representative James Smith.
We have already dispersed 5,000 postcards across the state and are ordering 5,000
more to be printed on Tuesday the 5th.

Note: The postage requirement for these postcards is the same as a regular
letter: 58 cents
Thank you once again for attending the meeting on the 30th and your efforts in the
POSTCARD CAMPAIGN to address the labor reimbursement rate.

AS our legislative agent Guy Glodis has said on many occasions; “The legislature
is not proactive, but they are REACTIVE” Let’s make them REACT!!!
NOW IS THE TIME!!!!
"Coming together is a beginning, Keeping together is progress, Working together is success"
... Henry Ford

